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Strategic themes

Introduction

The pace of change has never been
faster. Tech-driven solutions are providing
opportunities for businesses and humans
technology and the drivers of it.
Change and agility need to be embedded
into operating models, to create and sustain
competitive advantage in a world where
platform businesses are causing industries to
converge.
Technology is driving all of this and keeping
up with the pace of technological change to
realize its potential has become a mandatory
capability. Businesses, regardless of their
industry and how successful they may be
in winning the market, need to be masters
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of emerging technology and embrace a
“dynamic venturing” approach to foster
innovation, both internally and across external
ecosystems.
With EY TechWatch, we are connecting the
major strategic themes which should be front
of mind for all C-level executives with the top
technology and innovation trends, to help
converge these perspectives with use cases
and real-life examples.
TechWatchNow, details our current view on
the state of those key themes, issues, and
technology evolutions.

Independent of industry or geography, C-level executives at established, complex

Agile ecosystems

Exponential customer centricity

Platform business

Figure 1: EY ThemeMatrix
Exponential customer centricity: Organizations
are being pushed to understand and deliver against
expectations at exponential scale. Exponential
customer-centricity is about re-orienting the
company culture in conjunction with enablement and
empowerment through technology platforms.
Case in point: An emerging clothing service provider
sells clothes in a highly personalized way and more
algorithms.
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Dynamic venturing

Agile ecosystems: Organizations are in need of
a new way to foster scale across ecosystems of
collaborating partners, each of which provides a
particular specialization — including partners they
might collaborate with in one market segment but
compete with in another.
Case in point: A car company partners with a delivery
service to test a service to deliver food with selfdriving technology.
Platform business: For successful implementation
of new platforms, organizations must have a clear
understanding of the economic principles and
business design across one or more ecosystems.
This means they need to move away from traditional
business principles that explain the management of
linear supply chains and conventional service models.
Case in point: A bank has created banking APIs to
extend the value of their direct channel to customers
with additional services.

Networks of excellence: Organizations need to form
dedicated networks of excellence (NoE) which are
driven by a common purpose and focus on disruptive
and emerging trends or themes — coordinating and
leveraging the best and most diverse skills and
capabilities across the organization to encourage
intrapreneurship at scale.
Case in point: A bank facilitates an enterprise-wide
program to gain insights and ideas from employees to
foster intrapreneurship.
Dynamic venturing: Organizations are required
to pivot continuously to sustain and build new
competitive advantage. Part of getting this right is
knowing what’s out there and investing to establish
the required capabilities of design to deploy.
Dynamic Venturing is about fostering innovation
across internal networks and external ecosystems to
capitalize on the increasing pace in technology.
Case in point: A consumer products company
environment to source external expertise from
startups and academia.
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Business issues

Across the general imperatives of growing, optimizing and protecting the business,
senior business and tech leaders are focused on one or more of the following

Inclusive business growth

Meaningful insights

business

Globally adaptive product &
services at speed

Agile organization & diverse

Continuous business
protection & trust

Unique experiences

Intelligent automation

Evolving industry &
ecosystem positioning

Figure 2: EY BizMatrix
1. Inclusive business growth: Driving top line and
bottom line growth in a sustainable and inclusive way
for customers, employees, shareholders, and the
society.
Case in point: An ICT company launched their
own IoT platform which provides enterprises with
seamless connectivity across borders and network
technologies.
2. Globally adaptive products and services at speed:
Developing and releasing new products and services
for global and local customers faster and better than
the competition.
Case in point: A bank developed a blockchain-based
platform to enable high-value assets to be more
easily shared between businesses.
3. Unique experiences: Creating unique and superior
experiences for global customers and employees,
digital and physically.
Case in point: A cruise line launched an app to make
it easier for guests to discover and book on-board
activities.

4. Meaningful insights: Obtaining and deriving
information from various internal and external sources
and support fact-based decision making.
Case in point: An agriculture company improved its
by leveraging computer vision and deep learning
techniques to improve quality and quantity, and reduce
defects.
5. Agile organization and diverse workforce: Moving
from matrix- to network-based organizations with
technology enablement and empowerment across
multiple levels of workforce diversity.
Case in point: An utilities company embedded
“people-centric transformation” to drive commercial
success by embedding principles and actions that
embrace diverse perspectives and teams throughout
all facets of the organization.
6. Intelligent automation: Automating intelligently
through combining and integrating robotics
technologies with multiple components from different
emerging technologies.
Case in point: An insurance company automated
information retrieval from client claims documents,
using AI to free up resources for more value-added
work and to reduce payment time for customers.

7. Regulatory and risk adjusted business: Adjusting
the business in context of regulatory, governmental
and ethical norms and standards.
Case in point: A tech company leveraged RPA to
automatically identify compliance violations across

8. Continuous business protection and trust:
Protecting the business from all kinds of
internal and external threats and continuously
communicating to all company stakeholders in a
transparent way.
Case in point: A pharma company created a
fully secure and resilient operational technology
manufacturing environment globally.

9. Evolving industry and ecosystem positioning:
Developing mind and market share in chosen
industry or industries and constantly evaluate and
manage relevant ecosystems of suppliers, partners,
customers, startups, and academia to support
companies’ positioning.
Case in point: An elevator company explored how
their value chain and ecosystem would evolve
based on IoT and AI technologies and the people
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Technology innovation
Technological evolution has been the result of the combination and recombination of
foundational elements of technology. Innovation in the next 10 years will be driven
by combining different technology elements in new ways. We segmented about
50 sub-technologies into the following eight technology categories
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on AI systems alone, a subset of our AI and
Analytics category, will grow with a CAGR of 37.3%
and reach $77.6B by 2022. The number of patent
50K in 2018, coming from about 16K in 2009.
In terms of top use cases, general data analytics,
automation, healthcare intelligence, language
translation, and retail/ commerce are examples
of where ecosystems are focusing and innovating
around.

Interfaces

EY innovation spotlight: Trusted AI. Within the
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Figure 3: EY TechMatrix

their AI systems are functioning reliably and
accurately, and they need to be able to trust
the data being used. Yet this remains an area of
concern; in our recent survey, nearly half (48%) of
quality and trustworthiness of data as a challenge
for enterprise-wide AI programs. Read more.

Recognition

Maturing

Emerging

on drones alone, a subset of our Robotics
category, will grow with a CAGR of 32.1% and
reach $28.3B by 2022. The number of patent
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Displays
AI Chipsets
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What is
AI? We think of it as software that emulates human
cognition, but it’s really just math at an enormous
scale. Learn more in this video.

Future

2. Robotics: Robotics encompasses both physical
as well as software bots. As demand for higher
optimization, security and convenience surges,
automation via robotics is being adopted across all
walks of life, both for enterprise as well as consumer
use cases. Learn more in this video.

a new high of more than 18K in 2018, coming from
about 4K in 2009.
Manufacturing automation, disaster relief, learning
and development, self-driving solutions, logistics
and supply chain all stand out as examples of
where ecosystems are focusing and innovating
around.
EY innovation spotlight: Intelligent Move.

Component R/6. However, while a large number
about one-third of those licenses migrated from

of the work involved in a large ERP migration can
now be automated. And by cutting the cost of the
migration by 50%, the business case starts to make
sense. Intelligent Automation-based migration
processes at the same time, to take advantage of
Read more.
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Technology innovation
3.

Blockchains are, in the simplest terms,
shared transactional databases. But what’s different is
the decentralized model that allows many participants
to work together without an all-powerful central entity
to manage the network. Learn more in this video.
Blockchain solutions will grow with a CAGR of 73.2%
and reach $11.7B by 2022. The number of patent
than 30K in 2018, coming from just about 850 in
2009.
transactions, security, distributed commerce,
IoT data acquisition and processing, digital
entertainment and digital assets.
EY innovation spotlight: Distributed Contracting
Network (DiCoN). EY and Microsoft developed a
blockchain solution for content rights and royalties
management. Aiming to streamline the costly and
time-consuming processes in entertainment rights
within gaming with Microsoft and its game publisher
partners. EY and Microsoft designed the solution to
serve any industry where intellectual property or
assets are licensed to other parties and where the
creators are paid royalties based on royalty.
Learn more in this video.

Use cases include IoT platforms, smart home,
wearables, connected manufacturing, sensors,
mobility, digital twins, and connected infrastructure.
EY innovation spotlight:
functionality is to identify malfunctioning sensors
(e.g., sensors that are not working, or providing
faulty data) and further adjust or recalibrate them
to an initial/accurate state. Issues related to the
inaccuracy of measurements are common in various
industries (e.g., oil and gas, power and utilities,
chemicals, manufacturing, pharmacy, and food).
Even the best and most accurate sensors require
measurements faults to improve measurements
accuracy by utilizing AI for sensor errors
Learn more.
5. Additive Manufacturing: Additive Manufacturing (AM)
objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer,
as opposed to subtractive or formative manufacturing
methodologies. Learn more on this page.
on 3D Printing alone, a subset of our Additive
Manufacturing category, will reach about $22.7B
by 2022 at a CAGR of 19.1%. The number of patent
in 2018, coming from about 5K in 2009.

4.

IoT is a system of interrelated
computing devices, mechanical and digital machines,
objects, animals or people that are provided with
a network without requiring human-to-human or
human-to-computer interaction.
Learn more in this video.
IoT will surpass the $1T mark in 2022. The number of
of more than 43K in 2018, coming from just about
5K in 2009.

Parts manufacturing, electronics and semiconductor
production, product customization in retail, medical
supplies, and fashion manufacturing all stand out
as examples of where ecosystems are focusing and
innovating around.
EY innovation spotlight: Additive Manufacturing
Diagnostics (AMD). With EY AMD, companies
can get insights and prioritize which traditionally
manufactured components could be optimized
or replaced by additively produced parts through
analyzing the bill of materials and matching with EY
AM reference database to assess printability and
prioritize and short-list products or components.

6. Immersive Tech: Immersive technologies relate to the
holistic evolution of traditional interfaces to computing
as well, and its output. Whether the user is transported
to a completely different virtual world or exposed to an
augmented real world, the experience is transforming,
seamless and immersive. Learn more on this page.

Cloud security, data and database security,
communications and infrastructure security,
fraud detection, enterprise security, and API and
endpoint security all stand out as examples of where
ecosystems are focusing and innovating around.
EY innovation spotlight:

Immersive Tech will reach $20.4B by 2022 at a CAGR

a hybrid resourcing model of on-site and off-site

to a new high of more than 22K in 2018, coming from
about 5K in 2009.

model that is customized around your core business
needs. Through the use of advanced monitoring

Use cases include parts manufacturing, electronics
and semiconductor production, product
customization in retail, medical supplies, and fashion
manufacturing.
EY innovation spotlight: EY’s Immersive Tech Lab.
The lab is focused on client innovation through
combining immersive technologies like Virtual Reality
(VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) with advanced
analytics. The lab has created solutions like VR
dashboards, which are customizable storyboards to
be populated with interactive charts and unlimited
space for visualizations as well as unique interactions
with data. AR Workplace of the Future on the other
hand is a solution that promotes decrease use of
hardware and maintenance costs through workplace
7. Security: It’s no longer a matter of if you’ll
face a cyberattack, but when. Every asset in
your organization is at risk. Attackers can hack
both large and small organizations in the public and
private sectors. Learn more on this page.
on security solutions, will reach 133.7Bby 2022 at
had a steady increase from about 37K in 2009 to
about 90K in 2016 and declined then to nearly 66K
in 2018.

with greater threat detection capabillity than is
possible via traditional log aggregation and perimeter
monitoring provided by traditional outsourcing
providers. Read more.
8. Computing: This refers to emerging architectures
of high performance computing, faster than the
present architecture by several orders of magnitude.
It also includes new technologies to transmit data
contributing to the long term trend of decentralized
data processing.
on 5G alone, a subset of our computing category, will
reach about $26B by 2022 at a CAGR of 118%. The
of more than 151K in 2018, coming from about 52K
in 2009.
Use cases such as algorithm training and processing,
network and telecommunications, and personal
computing illustrate where ecosystems are focusing
and innovating.
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Recurring challenges

Recurring challenges of corporates in
tech innovation
Tech innovation is now much more about agility and
outcomes. This demands horizon scanning, including
greater awareness of what innovation is going on in the
marketplace and in other industries. Innovation also
and success depends on knitting technologies, people
and ecosystems together, and bringing new products,
services and ventures to market in a rapid way.
To be effective, it must be delivered over the long-term
with a dynamic venturing philosophy — and this requires
that innovation activities move from isolated projects
to platform-enabled value delivery.
There are three recurring challenges corporates face in
tech innovation:
1. Scanning tech and ecosystems across horizons:
Organizations must begin to anticipate adjacent and
then disruptive innovation by looking to the horizon
and investigating how to scan and monitor what is
going on in the marketplace, and assess its impact
constantly.

2. Managing innovation across networks and
ecosystems: Organizations must create
connections with their innovation networks, both
across the business and in the market, to support
the overall strategy. This will involve further
developing innovation ecosystems, by collaborating
with dedicated external vendors and collaborators.
3. Reducing time-to-market throughout innovation
lifecycle stages: Organizations must develop the
ability to orchestrate internal and external skills and
capabilities, with the agility to source the best teams
to deliver against its innovation objectives. One part
of this is empowering people to become an active
part of innovation.
Mature organizations can’t innovate in the same way
as start-ups do — they can only compete by sustaining
their innovation efforts in the long-term. And to do
that requires a completely transformed approach to
innovation.
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